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Hassaniya Arabic transcript: 
 

�  :ر���� ا&%$�# و !  ��. !  آ ن +*34  أي ن0ع !8 ا&017/ ت ،34 ه5 +*34  012/ ت و- !  ه) +*() !  �
 ا&R$وف 8O&P نMN نMN هK، L ن%8 آ8EJ  3 ا&GC! #H*Iو&B4CD 84 +8 أه*3  و 3CE@F! 8+ B4CD  و B4CD +8 دو&@3 ?

 8! B�BC&ول و اB&8 ا! B�BC&ا  T&ض ا$C@! آ نV& C&# !8 أن% ء ا�وض +. ا&3 س ج $N! و !  آ ن #T34  - أي وج*
$Rأي !،ن - Z[0، 8�3  و - () + دو - آ ن ه0ن - أي د�خ5 () دBت3 ا أي ت .  CH/ #�$5 حOD $4_ا-!0ر ت aآ ن

 آ3  ،هLا. ا&D0O)دات ا&cE@FE   /$وح ت ا&Bو&# ا&4D0O# و +،دات و +BDون ا-ن_ ن �@%Bى و - �C رض /$ح ت 
842$C@!، ت ETتd& 02ا$C@ات ن$E&س$ !8 ا �1$ب و !8 /$ف  E&8 /$ف ا!(D$1E&4$ اON@&8 ا�B4g! 8�Bو . وح

LهP 840سH%!  3ا&3  آ  Tأس س aت آ ن ET1*3   ا-تhت aآ ن  Tو أن  D00ة() آj&ل ا E+أ () .L3) هC�P#Dآ ذ aآ ن ، 
&TD  8O  ا-ح_ س و  �3C) آm$ة ا&$I�j# آm$ةPو a .LTD !% و&# !8 /$ف ا&1E$ب و ح*N ؤP آ ن،�3C) هLا آ ن آLب
#?$N&ن  ا$H0ا  +3  ن%8 جC)اBو +3  ن VTDLا و ن20%0ا آL3)هC�، ص$N&ق ا$/   T3! ةBدة وحBC@!  ن$HF& 8+ $آLن

 !0J CNN 8ؤن ا&dج84g و ج ت ال !420N#،آ0r #420NEث ا&dج84gو وآdت !8 ا-!V ا&B%@Eة  CNNج ت3  
حj4j# و- ]*# حj4j#  ش �_@0F@3  (@0h و ت*j و !c ا&H*I# و VT_N3D ،D 0m%Dو �3C) (B+  TETة !ER3 ت ا&s% (# و ج و

  E�دا #D1 رE& 0ا ا&) آ نL3  +3  ه+ uD  0نET@�  3+  3+ و  D0آ () M4D %! 8�$41?  3&G!  3*0+84 !8 أه*j! (&اv$خ 
w&ذ.    

 
 
English translation: 
 
Man: As for the… aaa… freedom and whether we had any pressures or not, we did not 
have any pressures. It is true that we were students and we were far from our families 
and… aaa… our society and country. But people from different countries were 
experiencing the exact same things. And… aaa... no ideology, stand or religion was 
imposed on us and there was no interference with our religious beliefs; instead, things 
were run… aaa… with full freedom given to us. Of course, this is without challenging or 
opposing… aaa… the Cuban law and the Cuban society. Many times we faced 
accusations from… aaa… from… aaa… from the Moroccan authorities and from people 
who… aaa… support the Moroccan ideology and these accusations stated that we were 
imprisoned in Cuba and that Cuba was using our labor in physical work. These 
accusations are not true. Aaa… They are lies and it is a strategy from the Moroccan 
government and its supporters. This strategy… aaa… made a lot of noise and… aaa… 
but for us, we had the opportunity to respond to these accusations and to clarify them. 
Aaa… I mean… aaa… we had many opportunities to do that. For example, I remember 
that we had CNN and… aaa… agencies from the United Nations… aaa… like UN High 
Commission for Refugees and… aaa… there was UN High Commission for Refugees, 
CNN and other media agencies, as well as organizations. I mean, they… aaa… 
themselves searched, they met with students… aaa… they did research to come to the 
conclusion that… aaa… to come to the conclusion that the accusations from the 
Moroccan authorities that we are imprisoned in Cuba and that we were taken away from 
our families at a young age and so on, are not true and don’t have any basis.  
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About CultureTalk: CultureTalk is produced by the Five College Center for the Study of World 
Languages and housed on the LangMedia Website. The project provides students of language and culture 
with samples of people talking about their lives in the languages they use every day. The participants in 
CultureTalk interviews and discussions are of many different ages and walks of life. They are free to 
express themselves as they wish. The ideas and opinions presented here are those of the participants. 
Inclusion in CultureTalk does not represent endorsement of these ideas or opinions by the Five College 
Center for the Study of World Languages, Five Colleges, Incorporated, or any of its member institutions: 
Amherst College, Hampshire College, Mount Holyoke College, Smith College and the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst.  
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